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SUMMARY
The atmosphere is currently overloaded with several streams of energy. We have entered a very
active storm pattern with the tropospheric polar vortex (TPV) sandwiched between a block and the
subtropical ridge, which is a textbook synoptic-scale overrunning winter storm threat. Consequently,
weather models are having a difficult time processing the data accurately and simulating it with
clarity and consistency. There are multiple winter storm threats that need to be monitored over the
next 7-10 days, with another threat Saturday and Sunday of this weekend, and two additional storm
threats at the beginning and middle or end of next week. However, due to the lack of confidence in
forecasting, none of the next three storms will be discussed in this newsletter. Ultimately, with so
many systems on tap, it becomes a chain reaction of events with each event preceding another
setting up that particular event. In other words, the weekend system will be set up by our midweek
winter storm, and the storm threat for early next week will be set up by the weekend storm. The more
storms that are in the forecast, the less confidence there is in how they evolve. It’s best to just not
discuss it than throw a wild guess. At this point, we have a bunch of noise, but no clear signal. What I
do know at this point is that after our midweek storm, the TPV will rotate south and east into the
Great Lakes / southeastern Canada this weekend bringing with it the coldest temperatures we’ve
seen all winter. The cold will linger into the week, but how the energy associated with it interacts with
the southern stream is anyone’s guess at this point.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE WEATHER PATTERN
There are several different interesting components that are driving our weather pattern.
The Greenland block is still rockin’ and rollin’ currently sitting just west of Greenland over
the Labrador Sea. What this means is that we are observing a west-based negative
phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in addition to a negative Arctic Oscillation
(AO). While the negative NAO is helpful in setting up coastal storm tracks and
suppressing the southeast ridge, which has been rather unheard of this winter, the Arctic
Oscillation is directly related to the shape and position of the tropospheric polar vortex
(TPV), which houses true Arctic air.
The AO is currently near record-breaking weak as a warm-core area of high pressure
over 1060 millibars has built in over Northern Canada. Aloft, this translates to a ridge
that reaches about 590 dm (over 19,000 ft.) in altitude. This puts the AO at the 5-6σ
level, which I’ve never seen before forecasting. If a ridge of this magnitude were over the
CONUS in summer, we’d be seeing a record-breaking heatwave. As such, this has
displaced the TPV south into the Canadian Prairies, bringing with it near record-breaking
cold to several provinces. A ridge over Alaska (-EPO) has established cross-polar flow,
but because there’s no ridge on the West Coast (-PNA), the TPV has settled over central
and western Canada, rather than over southeastern Canada.
Given that the TPV is sandwiched between a block and the subtropical ridge means that
the synoptic-scale weather pattern is very conducive for overrunning winter storm
potential for the next week. This one of the only ways you can get decent snowfall during
La Niña winters. Major nor’easters, like last week, are actually uncommon. For
overrunning, the Arctic front stalls across the Plains all the way to the Mid-Atlantic and
waves of low pressure that develop ride along the front and create steady snowfall / ice.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE WEATHER PATTERN
The extent of the Arctic air is rather impressive. Low
temperatures within the yellow line have been consistently
below -20°F (-28.9°C) and as low as -60°F (-51.1°C), and low
temperatures within the white line have consistently been
below freezing. For much of western and central Canada and
the Great Plains, this is a major flip from what we saw during
much of January.
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The constant forcing on the Pacific teleconnections (EPO and
PNA) by the tropics was very evident during the latter half of
December and for much of January. A roaring Pacific Jet
inhibited ridging from developing along the West Coast for a
sustained period of time. The progressive and quite zonal flow
in the polar jet flooded the continent with mild Pacific air, and
crushed energy in the southern stream fizzling any major
winter storm potential for several weeks.
Currently, the Pacific Jet has relaxed, which has allowed the
EPO to tank, despite the PNA refusing to cooperate. This is
why we have the coldest air spilling into the western and
central parts of the continent, but not in the southern or
eastern portions.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE WEATHER PATTERN
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The southeast ridge is making an attempt to rear its head, but
thanks to such a strongly negative NAO, it has been and is
currently being suppressed to the south. Despite this, parts of
the southeast will be beneath the high. With the TPV parked
over Manitoba and Saskatchewan rotating about itself, there
is going to be a major temperature battle ground across the
Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, southern Ohio Valley, Tennessee
River Valley, and into the central and southern plains as well
as an active storm track through those regions.
Over the next week, temperatures in the northern Rockies,
Great Plains, Canadian Prairies, and across the Pacific
Northwest will be well below average, some places will be
some 20-30°F below average, which is impressive. Strong
cold air advection will keep temperatures well below zero with
dangerous wind chills. Temperatures across the central and
eastern United States should also be below average,
moderating closer to “normal” the further south and east you
go, eventually turning above average in the southern half of
Dixieland. The Desert Southwest should also be warmer than
average for the next week.
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Week 1 Temperature Departure | Feb. 9-15
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MIDWEEK WINTER STORM: SYNOPTIC SETUP
A broad, but deep trough has moved into California
and will pivot around in a northeast fashion
overnight into tomorrow. Split flow around the
trough will allow the northern and southern streams
to come together at a jet streak providing excessive
and broad lift and thus an elongated area of
precipitation along the front known as overrunning.
Divergence ahead of the trough over the southern
plains will allow two surface lows to develop,
beginning what will be a major ice storm for parts of
the Ohio and Mississippi River Valleys with heavy
snow for the Washington, D.C. metro region. This
will be a two-part system, due to two lows that pass
us to the south.
Light precipitation will begin over parts of the
central/southern plains tonight eventually spreading
east into Louisiana and Arkansas. As the low
strengthens during the day tomorrow and more Gulf
moisture is advected north, this will begin to cause
problems as that moisture taps into the cold air and
falls through the dome of cold air behind the cold
front as freezing rain and snow.
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MIDWEEK WINTER STORM: MS AND OH RIVER VALLEY IMPACTS
An Arctic high to the north will advect cold, dry air out of the north, while a subtropical high will be advecting warm, moist air from the south.
The cold air dome slopes down as it meets the warmer air, while the warm air rises over the shallow cold air dome at the front because warm,
moist air is much more buoyant than cold, dry air. As the cold air depth slopes down, it becomes shallower meaning that precipitation will
change over to sleet, then freezing rain, and eventually rain. This is important, because for much of the duration of this storm, surface
temperatures will be below freezing down into much of OK, AR, TN, and KY, yet just 5,000 feet above, the 0°C isotherm is much further north.
What this means is that there is a very shallow cold layer at the surface, but there is a massive warm nose aloft. Ground temperatures will be
cold enough that as the snow falls through the warm layer, it melts but doesn’t have enough time to re-freeze, so as it comes into contact with
the surface, it instantly freezes creating a very dangerous situation for power lines and roads. Several tenths of an inch of ice is likely.
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Ice Storm Threat for the MS and OH River Valleys
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MIDWEEK WINTER STORM: SNOWSTORM FOR VA, MD, D.C., DELMARVA
While the overall setup for the winter storm has remained fairly consistent across the Ohio and Mississippi River Valleys for a
few days now, there was a large amount of disagreement between the global weather models on where the rain/snow line would
set up over the lower Mid-Atlantic and how far north the precipitation shield would get. However, most of the models, particularly
the GFS is caving into the ECMWF solution, which has more snow for central and northern Virginia, as well as Washington, D.C.
and Maryland, with more ice for south central and southwestern Virginia and northwestern North Carolina.
Phase 1 of this storm will begin Wednesday afternoon with light snow moving into the Allegheny Front and Shenandoah Valley.
As the afternoon progresses into the evening and early Thursday morning, snow will begin to become heavier reaching as far
north as possibly Baltimore and as far east as DelMarVa. Accumulations are likely to be 2-5 inches across much of the region on
Wednesday night into Thursday morning. It is the second phase of this system that is much more potent. The ECMWF and NAM
are much quicker with the Arctic front moving south than the GFS, which suggests that the GFS is incorrect. Yet, TV
meteorologists and even the National Weather Service continue to weigh it heavily as an option in their forecasts, which means
that their forecasts are much more uncertain. While I suppose the GFS could be correct, it’s outnumbered here and isn’t likely to
be correct.
Phase 2 of this system will begin around Thursday afternoon or evening and will continue into the mid-to-late morning on Friday.
This second low will pack much more of a punch to it meaning higher snowfall rates, and an ice storm threat for southwestern
and south central Virginia from Blacksburg all the way east to Richmond, and perhaps as far south as Raleigh, North Carolina.
The farther south the front moves, and the faster it does, the more likely this is to occur.
However, it should be advised that every winter storm that we've seen this winter; the one in mid-December, the one last week,
and the one over the weekend, all shifted north and west as we came closer to the event. Thus, it would not surprise me to see
the heaviest snowfall a bit further north and west than what, say, the ECMWF shows.
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First Call Snowfall Map | WED. NIGHT - FRI. MORN.
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